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New Low Profile Indirect Light Ledge Meets Need for Slimmer Light
Coves in Many Design Applications 

Sleek new lighting option from Armstrong Ceiling Solutions just over two inches
tall, offers variety of mounting options

LANCASTER, Pa. – As lighting trends continue to shift toward slimmer light coves, 
Armstrong Ceiling Solutions has responded by introducing the Axiom® Indirect Light 
Ledge, the industry’s first fully-integrated, low-profile light ledge that provides predictable 
lighting performance in a wide variety of drywall applications.

The sleek new lighting option is just over two inches tall and offers a variety of mounting 
options for both ceiling-to-wall and ceiling-to-ceiling applications. It is offered with either 
Axiom Knife Edge® trim or Axiom Classic Profile trim. Like other Armstrong light coves, 
the new addition is pre-engineered for compatibility with light fixtures from lighting partners 
Axis, Lite Control, and Vode® to ensure consistent fit and finish.
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Fast and Easy Installation

Installation of the new light ledge is fast and easy. It easily integrates with 5/8" drywall and 
screws attach directly to a wall or soffit. The factory-assembled light ledge also requires 
significantly less framing since ten feet of finished coves can be installed in a fraction of 
the time of traditional drywall light coves. Less coordination is required as well.

Manufactured from extruded aluminum and seismic tested, the easy-to-specify Axiom 
Indirect Light Ledge is part of the Armstrong SUSTAIN™ portfolio and meets the most 
stringent sustainability compliance standards today.

For additional information on the new Axiom Indirect Light Ledge, visit
www.armstrongceilings.com/lightledge.

About Armstrong World Industries 
Armstrong World Industries, Inc. (AWI) is a global leader in the design and manufacture of 
innovative commercial and residential ceiling, wall, and suspension system solutions. For 
more information, visit www.armstrongceilings.com. 
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